Acoustical Memory - Packing the Suitcase

There are rules, which allow you only to pack certain stuff into your suitcase. Because it is a fantasy journey, you may pack funny things but - be aware of the instructions!

The word has to have the long vowel combination **ea**: ______________________

The word has to have the long vowel combination **oa**: ______________________

The word has to have the hard **g** sound: ______________________

The word has to have the hard **c** sound: ______________________

The word has to have the long vowel combination **ey**: ______________________

The word has to have the twin vowels **oo**: ______________________

The word has to have the **ph** combination: ______________________

The word has to have the long vowel combination **ow**: ______________________

The word has to have the twin vowel **ee**: ______________________
Answers can vary:

beachball, teacher, readers, meat
boat, coat, soap,
game, glass, galaxy
cat, cocoa, cup
monkey, donkey, hockey bat, key, turkey
book, moon, pool, food
telephone, elephant, photograph
snow, show, crow, bowl
bee, sheep, tree, feet,